Ninth Grade Literature Plan Writing Prompts
Special thanks to Time4Writing for partnering with Let’s Homeschool High School and Homeschool
Literature to develop writing prompts. If you need help with writing essays and using writing prompts, you’ll
find the help you need in this article Understanding Writing Prompts.

Anne Frank: Diary of a Young Girl
If you were headed to a secret annex to live for a time, what items would you bring with you and why?

Don Quixote
Cervantes used parody throughout D on Quixote; what purpose does this play in the novel? And how does
Don Quixote’s view of reality affect those around him?

The Count of Monte Cristo
Jealousy is a trait that runs throughout this novel. How does jealousy affect the people in this novel? Their
character and lives?

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Mark Twain used Huck Finn as the narrator of this story. How does this affect the tone and overall impact of
the novel?

The Call of the Wild
The book is entitled “Call of the Wild.” What is this “call” and how does it affect the story throughout the
novel?

Gulliver’s Travels

Swift presented four adventures

in Gulliver’s Travels. Each of these represented man’s folly in some way.
Describe and explain this folly for each adventure.

Great Expectations
In this novel forgiveness and acceptance are rare. Explain how both would have affected and changed the
outcome of many lives.

Invisible Man
The narrator moves through the novel in the themes of “purpose to passion to perception.” How does the
three part aspect of the novel support those themes?

Journey to the Center of the Earth
Describe the major crises of the story and explain their resolution.

A Christmas Carol
In this novel, Charles Dickens is revealing elements present in society. Compare and contrast two of the
various character themes. (greed, generosity, contentment, etc.)

All Things Wise and Wonderful
In this novel Herriot demonstrates the overarching theme of homesickness. Give examples and application
of how his anecdotes supported this theme.

